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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of one of the common four way underlap hydraulic spool valve 
construction is presented. The flow force in the valve is deduced and 
used in building a steady state model for the valve based on the continu-
ity and momentum equations. 

The flow damping coefficient is illustrated for differnt damping length 
ratios. The steady state flow force is discussed for different flow 
parameters. The effect of the spool valve parameters, the flow stiffness 
and the positioner spring rate on the valve performance are illustrated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation of the different forces encountered in the underlap spool ser-• 
vovalves during their use is of vital importance. Such analysis helps in 
accurate characterization of the valves under different operating condit-
ions. Also, it allows successful selection of the type of spool actuation: 
depending on the level of the required driving force at different pressu-
res and flow rates through the valve. 

The study illustrates the importance of the design and operating conditi- • 
. ons of such hydraulic valves from point of view of stability since the 
underlap valve may be unstable under certain conditions [1] . 

The four way, four land underlap spool servovalve shown in Fig.l is 

• 	

chosen for the analysis. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

' The analysis involves the following assumptions: 
(a) The supply flow rate (1., enters region b (see Fig. 
• establishes an average velecities between the supply 
• centre lands. Similarly for the two drain flow rates 

1) and immediately 
port and the two 
q4  and qd  
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(b) The stream lines inside the control volume are assumed parallel, 
uniform and directed along the axis of the spool 
• (c) The effect of any fluid velocity between the sealing lands and drain 
ports of regions a and c is neglected 
(d) The entering and leaving jet angle at the ports are assumed constant 
and equal to 69°  [2,3] 
(e) The velocity profile in the vena contracta of the entering or leaving 
jet is assumed uniform 
' (f) Neglecting pressure drop in the control volumes,temperature effect 
and coulomb friction 
(g) Flow density is constant 

Using the 
and gauge 
They are 

and 

3. CONTINUITY EQUATION OF THE VALVE 

continuity equation, the relationships of 
pressures provides the various flow rates 

given by [2,4] 	(see Fig.1): 

flow through orifices 
through the valve. 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

qs  = Ca  As 	/ 2(ps  - pi)/ p 

q5 
= Cd 

A
5 
	✓  p2)/ p  

(14 = Cd A4 	V 2 Pl/ P 

q
d 
= C

d 
A 	V 2 p2/ p 

qi = qs 	q4 

q2 = n 	— n 
-d 	'5 

q3 = qs 	q5 

q6 = qd 	(14 

In the vast majority of cases, the valve orifices are matched and symmet-
ric [3]•Therefore, 

A = As 
= B(u + x) 	 (9) 

: ▪ and 	A
4 

= AS  = Ad 
= B(u - x) 	 (10) 

where Cd  is the discharge coefficient, A is the port area, ps
, p

1 
and p

2 • 
• are the supply and load pressures respectively, u is the valve underlap 
and x is the spool displacement. 

4. MOMENTUM EQUATION OF THE VALVE 

The flow force on a control volume, ff' 
is the sum of the force due to the. 

rate of change of momentum through the control surface, the force due to • 
the rate of increase of momentum inside the control volume, the force due 
to the control volume inertia and the force due to the compressibility 
• effect. Therefore, ff  is given as [2,4] : 

fpf dV 4 f 

	

f
f 

= jvpv dA + -14- 	 dp )(J.- v dV 	(11) 

	

dt 
	+ dt jp dV +  dt'' 
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where V is the control volume, v is the flow velocity and N is the oil 
: bulk modulus. 

Applying Eq.(11) on the three control volumes shown in Fig.l gives the 
• component of the flow force in the x-direction, fx 

which is the force 
exerted on the spool by the oil flow. That is: 

fx  = fp(qd/CcA)2  cos69°dA - jp(q5/CcA5)2cos69 dA +jp(qs/CcAs) 

cos69°  dA - fp( q4/CcA4)cos69°  dA + 	fpqa/Ac  dV - )(pq5/Ac  dV dt 
2 

4-p eoqs/Ac  dV +flopq4/Ac 	a x + 	)(1) dV + asUpqs/NAc  dV 

	

- ipq5/NAc 	+.q(i[Loq4/NAc  dV qpqa/NAc  dVl 	(12) 
dt 

• where Cc 
is the jet contraction coefficient. 

Let the switching functions S and S1 be defined as: 

	

0 	for A
s4 0 S = (13) 

	

1 	for A
s> 0 

	

0 	for A
d; 0 and 	S

1 
= 	 (14) 

	

1 	for A
d 

where A and A
d are the areas of supply and drain orifices respectively. 

Combining Eqs.(1) through (6),(9),(10) and (12) through (14) gives f as: x  

fx  = 2Cpcos69°/Cc  [S(u+x)(Ps-Pl+P2) - Si(u-x)(ps+p1-p2)] 

CdBLs 	[sps-p1
siVI Ps-P2 	LSI  V  yl  - LS /132] dx/dt 

+CdBLs  A) [0.5SiL(u-x)/ fp1  - 0.55(u+x)/ 	dp1/dt 

+ CdBLs r2; [0.581(u-x)/ 2  - 0.5SL(u+x)/ 	dp2/dt 

+ mcv d2 x/dt2 	 (15) 

where L, Ls  and mcv  are the ratio of the damping lengths, the supply port: 
-centre land distance and the mass of the control volume respectively. 

Define the load pressure pm  = p1  - p2  and for qi  = q2  = qm(load flow), 
We get p = p + p . Then, the flow force component f

x and the load flow qm  will take the form: 

fx  = 2C,c2lBcos69/Cc[S(u+x)(ps-pm) - Si(u-x)(ps+pm)] + CdBLs (1-L) 

• [S 	+ Si  Vps+pm  dx/dt + 0.5CaBLstrp—  ( L-1) [ S( u+x)//ps-pL 	• 

+ Si( u-x) / ✓  ps  + pm  ppm/dt mcv d2x/dt2 (16) 

L.. 
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qL  = CdB/ip [S(u+x) ips-pL  - S1(u-x) ps+pL  

5. SPOOL EQUATION OF MOTION 

Applying the Newton's second law of motion on the valve spool gives its 
equation of motion. That is [2,5] : 

m
s 

= f - kx - ci - fx 
	 (18) 

where m is the spool mass, k is the positioner spring rate, c is the 
viscous

s 
 damping coefficient, fx  is the axial component of the flow force: 

and f is the input force. 

From Eqs.(16) and (18), the input force to the spool f takes the form: 

f = m X + ci + kx + fs(x,pL) + g(pL)x + h(x,pL)pL 	(19) 

where 	
fs(x,pL) = 2CiBcos69/Cc  [S(u+x)(ps-pL) - S1(u-x)(ps+pL)1 ( 20) 

g(PL) = CdBLsiT(1-L)[S ips-pL  + Si  Ips+pL1 
	

(21) 

h(x,pL) = CdBLs/Ip (L-1) [ S(u+x)/ Jps-pL + Si( u-x) / ps+pL1( 22 ) 

and 	m = ms 	mcv 
The function g(p,) of Eq.(21) can be viewed as a flow damping coefficent. 
Normalizing g(pL) by dividing Eq.(21) by(CdBLdpps) yields the dimensio-

nless flow damping function GOPL) as: 

	

G( PL) = ( 1-L) 	1-PL  + S 1I 1+PL  1 	(23) 

where PL p /P L L s 

Fig.2 illustrates the variation of G(PL) with load pressure and damping 

lengths ratio. 

The function f
s
(x,p

L
) given by Eq.(20) is the steady state flow force. 

Dividing Eq:(20) by (2CiBcos69°ups/Cc) yields the dimensionless form of • 

that force F(X,PL) as: 

(24) F
s
(X,P

L
) = (1+X)(1-P )S - (1-X)(1+PL)S1  

where X = x/u 

The dimensionless load flow rate QL(X,PL) is obtained by dividing Eq.(17) 

by (CdBu /ps/p ). That is: 

QL(X,PL) = 
(1+4 1-PL S 	(1-x)  \il+PL S1 	

(25) 

Fig.3 shows the variation of Fs  with X, PL  and QL. 

For static conditions, the valve force equation(Eq.(19)) reduces to the 
form: 

L.. 
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6 (26) f = kx + f (x,p ) 
s 	L 

Define the spring rate of the flow at zero load flow rate, kf  as: 

kf  = Ofs/ox 	(q
L 
 = 0) 

Combining Eqs.(20) and (27) gives kf  as: 

kf 	14C2  Bcos69°  p /C 
f 	-s 

!Now, dividing Eq.(26) by kfu gives the dimensionless driving force F as: 

F = KX + F
s
(X) 	(q L = 0) 
	

(29) 

Fig.4 shows the relation between the input force, spool displacement and 
the ratio of the positioner spring rate to the magnitude of the flow 
spring rate. 

6. DISCUSSIONS 

The flow inside the underlap spool servovalve is analyzed in details and 
the relationships of the flow force, the driving force, the flow spring 
▪ rate and the flow damping coefficient were derived and studied. 

The flow damping coefficient increases by increasing the port width, the 
! supply port-centre land distance and the supply pressure and also by 
decreasing the ratio of the damping lengths. It may be negative, zero or 
positive depending on the value of the ratio of the damping lengths. The 

: ratio of the damping lengths should be less than or equal to one for 
zero or positive damping in the valve. 

:The steady state flow force acting on the valve spool decreases by decre- • 
asing the port width, valve underlap and supply pressure. Also, it decre-
ases by increasing the spool displacement and the load flow rate. 

The input force required to actuate the valve spool increases by increas-
ing the ratio of the positioner spring rate to the flow spring rate. It 

• : increases also by increasing the spool position if the ratio of the 
'positioner to the flow spring rates is greater than or equal to one. The 
negative slope at X = 0 (see Fig.4) indicates that the origin has the 
potential of being an unstable equilibrium point if ;,K is less than one. 
• For the origin to be a stable position and the spool stays centred, the 
values of K must be greater than or at least equal to one. 

The analysis presented in this paper is a part of a complete research 
work carried out at Cairo Uniirersity to study in details the forces 
encountered in underlap, centred and overlap spool servovalves [6] . 

• 
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8. NOMENCLATURE 

A A ,A = Area of control volume,drain and supply orifices, m2  
iBc d, s = Port width, m 
c 	= Viscous damping coefficient, Ns/m 
Cc  Cd 	= Jet contraction and flow discharge coefficients 
f,ff 	= Input and flow forces, N 

fs'fx 	= Steady state and axial component of flow force, N 
F 	= Dimensionless steady state force 

ik,kf 	= Positioner and flow spring rates, N/m 
K 	= Ratio of the positioner to the flow spring rates 
L 	= Ratio of damping lengths 
La, Ls 	= Drain and supply ports-centre land distance, m 

m 
cv 

 ,m
s 
 = Masses of control volume and spool, kg 

qd,qL,qs = Drain, load and supply flow rates, m
3/s 

.S
' 
S 	= Switching functions 

t 1 = Time, s 

	

u 	= Valve underlap, m 

	

x 	= Spool displacement, m 

	

:X 	= Dimensionless spool displacement 
= Oil density, kg/m3  

!N 	= Oil bulk modulus, N/m
2 

p
d
,p
L
,p
s 
= Drain, load and supply pressures, N/m2 

!PL 	
= Dimensionless load pressure 

L.. 
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Fig.2 	Dimensionless flow tiaortping coefficient in underliv 

region 
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Fig.4 	Dimensionless Startic positioner fotre for V fOiAi 

positioner spring 1tes 
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